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Florida House of Representatives - 1977

HB 1.528

By Committee on Judiciary

A b ill to be entitled

2

An act relating to restraints on alienation of

3

property; creating s. 689.22, Florida Statutes;

4

providing the rule against perpetuities and the

5

basis for determining the validity of an

6

interest thereunder; providing the application
of the rule; providing limitations on leases to
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commence in the future or upon the happening of

9

a future event and on options in gross;

10

providing for the reduction of age

11

contingencies; providing rules of construction;

12

specifying the law governing application of the

13

rule against perpetuities and the validity of a

14

direction to accumulate in cases in which real
property is acquired by a foreign trust;
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providing for application of the rule against
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perpetuities to trusts with transferable

rn
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certificates; providing an effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 689.22, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
689.22

(!)

Rule against perpetuities.--

STATEMENT OF THE RULE.--No interest in real or

personal property is valid unless it must vest, if at all, not
later than 21 years after one or more lives in being at the
28

creation of the interest and any period of gestation involved.

29

The lives measuring the permissible period of vesting must not

30

be so numerous or designated in such a manner as to make proof

31

of their end unreasonably difficult.
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21

3

41

51

powers to determine which receipts constitute principal and

which receipts constitute income and powers to appoint a
successor trustee;
3.

Mandatory powers of a trustee to distribute income

or discretionary powers of a trustee to d1s�ribute principal,

6

prior to termination of the trust, to a beneficiary having an

s

in quality and guanti ty;

9

10

11

1

12
13

interest in the principal which interest is irrevocably vested
4,

Discretionary powers of a trustee to allocate

income and principal among beneficiaries, except that any

exercise of such power after the expiration of the period of
the rule against perpetuities is void;
5,

teases to commence in the future or upon the

14

happening of a future event, but no such lease is valid unless

M

years from the date of execution of the l�ase;

18

a subtenant or with the holder of a leasehold mortgage or

15

17

19

the term thereof actually commences in possession within 40
6.

Commitments by a lessor to enter into a lease with

commitments by a lessee or sublessee to enter into a lease

W

with the holder of a leasehold mortgage; or

n

preemptive rights in the nature of a right of first refusal,

U

the date of its creation.

21

23

25

u

7.

Options to purchase in gross or in a lease or

but no option in gross is valid for more than 40 years from
(b)

The period of perpetuities does not commence to

run in connection with any disposition of property or interest

27

t herein, no instrument is considered to be effective for

29

p ower is considered to be created for purposes of the rule

31

maker of the instrument has the power to revoke the instrument

n

30

purposes of the rule against perpetuities, and no interest or

against perpetuities so long as, under the instrument, the
3
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10

11

12

13

cont'ingency occur, if at all, within 21 years from the

effective date of the instrument creating the interest.
(d)l.

If the validity of a disposition depends upon

the ability of a person to have a child at some future time,

it is presumed, subject to subparagraph 2., that a male can

have a child at 14 years of age or older, but not younger than

age 14, and that a female can have a child at 12 years of age
or older, but not older than age 55 or younger than age 12.

However, in the case of a living person, evidence may be given
to establish whether such person can have a child at the time

in question.

The possibility that a person may have a child

by adoption is disregarded.
a.

A determination of validity of a disposition under

the rule against perpetuities by the application of this

14
1
15

paragraph is not affected by the later occurrence of facts in

17

possibility of adoption disregarded under this paragraph.

16
18

19
20

21

contradiction to the facts presumed or determined or the
b.

Any invalidity because of the ability of a person

to have a child at some future time shall be determined in
accordance with paragraph (2 ) (a) .
2.

This paragraph does not apply for any purpose other

22

than that of determining the validity of a disposition under

24

the ability of a person to have a child at some future time.

23

25

the rule against perpetuities when such validity depends on
( 6)

ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY BY FOREIGN TRUS T. --If

u

real property situated in this state is acquired by a trust

�

of this state in effect at the time of the acquisition of such

27

validly created under the law of another jurisdiction, the law

29

property determines whether there is a violation of the rule

31

accumulation of rents and profits is valid.

30

against perpetuities or whether a direction for the
5
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HOUSE SUMMARY
Provides a statutory rule against perpetuities: No
interest in real or personal property is valid unless it
must vest, if at all, not later than 21 years after one
or more lives in being at the creation of the interest
and any period of gestation involved. The lives
measuring the permissible period of vesting must not be
so numerous or designated in such a manner as to make
proof of their end unreasonably difficult.

The validity of the interest is determined on the facts
existing at the end of the lives in being used as a
measurement or, if none is used, the facts existing at
the end of the 21-year period. Every interest created
through the exercise of a power of appointment is
considered to have been created at the time of the
power's exercise rather than its creation. However, no
power may be exercised so as to create another power
limited as to appointees or as to the manner in which the
second power is exercised.
The rule does not apply to any disposition which, on the
e ffective date of the act, does not violate or is
exempted by statute from the common-law rule against
perpetuities, nor does the rule apply to discretionary
p owers of a trustee to allocate income and principal
among beneficiaries, except that any exercise of such
p ower after the expiration of the rule's period is void,
No lease to commence in the future or upon the happening
of a future event is valid unless the term thereof
actually commences in possession within 40 years from the
execution of the lease, and no option in gross is valid
for more than 40 years from its creation.

The period of the rule does not commence to run so long
as, under the instrument, the maker has the power to
revoke the instrument or to transfer the entire legal and
equitable ownership of the property to himself.

If an interest would be invalid because it depends for
its vesting upon a person attaining or failing to attain
an age in excess of 21, the age contingency is reduced to
21 years with respect to each person subject to the
contingency.
It is presumed that a male can have a child at 14 but not
younger and that a female can have one at 12 but not
younger or older than 55; but, in the case of a living
person, evidence may be given to establish the question.
If real property is acquired by a trust validly created
in another jurisdiction, the law of this state in effect
at the time of such acquisition determines whether the
rule has been violated or whether a direction for the
accumulation of rents and profits is valid.

31

7
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2

(2)

(a)

BASIS FOR DETERMINING VALIDITY OF INTEREST.-
Except as provided in sub-subparagraph (5) (d)

31 1.a., in determining whether an interest violates the rule
41 against perpetuities, the validity of the interest is

SI determined on the basis of facts existing at the end of the

61 lives in being used to measure the permissible period or, if

71 no life in being is used, the facts existing at the end of the

Bl 21-year period.
9I

(b)

For the purposes of the rule against perpetuities,

101 every interest created through the exercise, by will, deed or
11 other instrument, of a power of appointment, irrespective of
1
12 whether the power is limited or unlimited as to appointees,
13I

the manner in which the power was created or may be exercised,

141 or whether the power was created before or after this section
15I

takes effect, is considered to have been created at the time

16 of the exercise and not at the time of the creation of the
1
17 power of appointment. No such interest is void because of the
18 rule unless the interest would be void had it been created at
I
19 the date of the exercise of the power of appointment otherwise

201 than through the exercise of a power of appointment, except

21 I that no power may be exercised so as to create another power

22I limited as to appointees or as to the manner in which such
23( second power may be exercised.
24

(3)

26

1. Any disposition of property or interest therein

25

(a)

APPLICATION OF RULE.--

The rule against perpetuities does not apply to:

271 which disposition, as of the effective date of this section,

�I does not violate or is exempted by statute from the operation

29 of the common-law rule against perpetuities;
1
30
2. Powers of a trustee to sell, lease or mortgage

311 property or which relate to the administration or management
2
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SB 380

Seoond Engrossed

maker of the instrument has the power to revoke the instrument
21 or to transfer or direct transfer to himself of the entire
31 legal and equitable ownership of the property or interest
41 therein.
5

(4)

REDUCTION OF AGE CONTINGENCY.--If, except for this

61 subsection, an interest in property would be invalid because
71 it depends for its vesting upon any person attaining or
Bl failing to attain an age in excess of 21 years, the age
9I contingency is reduced to 21 years with respect to each person

101 subject to the contingency.
11

(5)

RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.--Unless a contrary intent

121 appears, the rules of construction provided in this subsection
131 govem with respect to any matter conceming the rule against
141 perpetuities,

15

(a)

It shall be presumed that the creator of an

161 interest intended that the interest be valid.
17

(b)

If, except for this paragraph, an interest would

181 be invalid because of the possibility that the person to whom
191 it is given or limited may be a person not in being at the

201 time of the creation of the estate, and such person is
211 referred to in the instrument creating the interest as the
22I spouse of another without further identification,· it is
23I presumed that such reference is to a person in being on the
24I effect�ve date of the instrument.
25

(c)

If the duration or vesting of an

interest is

26 I contingent upon the probate of a will, the appointment of a

27 I fiduciary, the location of a distributee, the payment of

�I debts, the sale of assets, the settlement of an estate, the

29I determination of questions relating to an estate or transfer
301 tax, or the occurrence of any specified contingency, it is
311 presumed that the creator of such interest intended that the
4
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(7)

TRUST WITH TRANSFERABLE CERTIFICATES.--A trust

2 with transferable certificates, heretofore or hereafter
1
3 created, is not invalid as violating the rule against

41 pe rpetuities, but such trust may continue for such time as is

51 necessary to accomplish the purpose for which the trust was

6( created if the instrument creating the trust provides that the

71 trust may be terminated at any time by action of the trustees

8 or by affirmative vote of the beneficiaries having a specified

91 percentage of interest in the trust.

This section applies to

101 an investment trust, which is an unincorporated trust or

111 association managed by trustees, and which does not hold any

121 property for sale to customers in the ordinary course of its

131 trade or business, and the beneficial ownership of which trust

141 is evidenced by transferable shares or by transferable
15 certificates of beneficial interest which shares or
1
16 certificates are offered for sale to the public.

17

18

Section 2.

This act shall take effect January 1, 1979.

19

20
21

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

6
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(2)
2

(a)

BASIS FOR DETERMINING VALIDITY OF INTEREST.-
Except as provided in sub-subparagraph (5) (d)

31 1.a., in determining whether an interest violates the rule

41 against perpetuities, the validity of the interest is

5( determined on the basis of facts existing at the end of the
61 lives in being used to measure the permissible period or, if
71 no life in being is used, the facts existing at the end of the
8( 21-year period.
9

(b)

For the purposes of the rule against perpetuities,

10( every interest created through the exercise, by will, deed or
111 other instrument, of a power of appointment, irrespective of
121 whether the power is limited or unlimited as to appointees,
131 the manner in which the power was created or may be exercised,
14 1 or whether the power was created before or after this section

15( takes effect, is considered to have been created at the time
16( of the exercise and not at the time of the creation of the
17( power of appointment.

No such interest is void because of the

181 rule unless the interest would be void had it been created at
19(

the date of the exercise of the power of appointment otherwise

20 I than through the exercise of a power of appointment, except
21( that no power may be exercised so as to create another power
22( limited as to appointees or as to the manner in which such
231 second power may be exercised.
24

(3)

APPLICATION OF RULE.--

25

(a)

The rule against perpetuities does not apply to:

26

1.

Any disposition of property or interest therein

VI which disposition, as of the effective date of this section,
28 I does not violate or is exempted by statute from the operation
29 I of the collll\on-law rule against perpetuities,
30

2.

Powers of a trustee to sell, lease or mortgage

311 property or which relate to the administration or management
2
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maker of the instrument has the power to revoke the instrument
21 or to transfer or direct transfer to himself of the entire
31 legal and equitable ownership of the property or interest
41 therein.
5

(4)

REDUCTION OF AGE CONTINGENCY.--If, except for this

61 subsection, an interest in property would be invalid because
71 it depends for its vesting upon any person attaining or
81 failing to attain an age in excess of 21 years, the age
91 contingency is reduced to 21 years with respect to each person
101 subject to the contingency.
11

(5)

RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.--Unless a contrary intent

121 appears, the rules of construction provided in this subsection
131 govern with respect to any matter concerning the rule against
141 perpetuities,
15

(a)

It shall be presumed that the creator of an

161 interest intended that the interest be valid.
17

(b)

If, except for this paragraph, an interest would

181 be invalid because of the possibility that the person to whom
191 it is given or limited may be a person not in being at the
201 time of the creation of the estate, and such person is
211 referred to in the instrument creating the interest as the
22 I spouse of another without further identification,_ it is

231 presumed that such reference is to a person in being on the
241 effective date of the instrument.
25

(c) If the duration or vesting of an interest is
26 I contingent upon the probate of a will, the appointment of a

271 fiduciary, the location of a distributee, the payment of

�I debts, the sale of assets, the settlement of an estate, the
291 determination of questions relating to an estate or transfer
301 tax, or the occurrence of any specified contingency, it is
311 presumed that the creator of such interest intended that the
4
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(7)

TRUST WITH TRANSFERABLE CERTIFICATES.--A trust

21 with transferable certificates, heretofore or hereafter
31 created, is not invalid as violating the rule against
41 perpetuities, but such trust may continue for such time as is
51 necessary to accomplish the purpose for which the trust was
61 created if the instrument creating the trust provides that the
71 trust may be terminated at any time by action of the trustees
81 or by affirmative vote of the beneficiaries having a specified
91 percentage of interest in the trust.

This section applies to

101 an investment trust, which is an unincorporated trust or
111 association managed by trustees, and which does not hold any
121 property for sale to customers in the ordinary course of its

131 trade or business, and the beneficial ownership of which trust
141 is evidenced by transferable shares or by transferable

151 certificates of beneficial interest which shares or
16 certificates are offered for sale to the public.
17
18

Section 2.

This act shall take effect January 1, 1978.

�
�
�

22

n

�

�
�
D

�
�
30

31
6
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A bill to be entitled .

0

An act relating to restraints on alienatio��
property, creatln1 •• 689.22, Flor�d: �utes,
t,..
providing the rule against perpe��• and the
basis for deterainin1 the v�y of an

1.4

of the ruler provldin1 li■ltationa on leases to

1.7

1.5
1.,

v

interest thereunder, provi�� �he application

1.1

commence in the future or upon the happening of

a future event and on options ln gross,
providing for the reduction of age

contingencies, providir19 rules of construction,
specifying the law governing application of the

rule against ,-rpetuitiea and the validity or a

direction to accu■ulate ln ca••• ln whlch real
property la acquired by a foreign trust,
provldlng for appllcatlon or the rule against
perpetuities to trustl wltb transferable

1.,

section 1. Section 189.22, Florida Statutes, ls

DI created to read,
M
189.22 Rule against ,-rpetultlea.-2S
(lJ ITATENEIT or THE RIJLE.-ao Interest ln real or
» personal propertr la valid unless lt ■uat veat, lf at all, oot
11 later than 21 rear• after one or ■ore lives ln beln9 at the

a creation of the interest and any period of gestation Involved.
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BASIS FOR DETEIUIINlNO VALIDITY or INTEREST.-

1xcept as provided in paragraph (S)(d)l.a., In

3 deter•lnlng whether an Interest violates the rule against

• perpetuities, the validity of the Interest la deter■lned on

5 the basts of facts existing at the end of the lives ln being

7 ls used, the facts exlstlng at the end of the 21-year period.

•

(b)

M takea effect, ls considered to have been created at the tl■e

1.13
l1enc
1.13/2

1.13/3
1.13/3

,

1.13/4

1.13/S

1.13/1

1.13/10
1.ll/11

1.13/12
1.13/U

ror the purposes of the rule against perpetuities, 11.13/lS
9 every interest created through the exercise, by will, deed or 1.13/16
1.13/11
lO other instrument, of a power of appointment, irrespective of

1.11
1.12

1.13/9

6 used to ■easure the ,-r■lssible period or, if no life ln being 1.13/13

l.lO

2P Tbe lives aeasurlng the per■lsslble perlod of vesting 1111st not 1.13/l
,
• be so nu■eroua or deal9nated ln such a ■anner a• to ■ake proof 1.13/8
11 of thelr end unreasonably dlfilcult.
1

cz,

/o rr1]

as to appointees,
-" whether the power la ll■tted orwasunlimited
created or ■ay be exercia4d,

certlflcatesr provldlng an effective date.

201 •• It Enacted bf the Letialature or th• State or rlorlda1
II

22
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·u of the exercise and not at the ti•• of the creation of the

i:.:;�
2.0/3
2.0/4

N power of appolnt■ent� lo such Interest ls void because of the 2.0/S
11 rule unless the Interest would be vold had lt been created at 2.0/6

II the date of the exerclae of the power of appointment otherwise 2.0/7
It than through the exercise of a pover of appolnt11ent, except ·

20 that no power ur be exercised so as to create another po er
v
21 U■lted as to appointees or •.• to the 6anner ln which •uch
22 second power uy be exercised.
n
()) APPLICATION or RULE.-M

,., The rule a9aln1t perpetuities does not apply to1
25
1. Anf diaposltlon of property or Interest therein
» which disposition, as or the effective date of thl• section,
_
27 does not violate or ls eae■pted bf statute fro• the operation
21 of the co■-on•lav rule against per,-tultles,

2'

2. Power• of a trustee to sell, lease, or ■ort9a9e

:IOI property or which relate to the ad■lnlstratlon or ■anage■ent

lllof trust assets, lnclucling, without llaltatlon, discretionary
CODINCt .....
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J.0/8

2.0/10
2.0/11

2.0111

2.0/12

2.0/13
1
2.0/14

2.0/lS
2.0/16

12.0/ll

186-H-l-7

JH-H-l-7

powers to determine which receipts constitute principal and

2 vhlch receipts constitute incoae and powers to appoint a
,
3 s uccessor trustee,

•

3. Mandatory powers of a trustee to distribute Income

Sor discretionary powers of a trustee to distribute principal,
, prior to termination of tbe trust, to a beneficiary having an

1 interest ln the principal which Interest la irrevocably vested

I In quality and quantity,
t
4. Discretionary power• of a trustee to allocate
IO Income and principal amon9 beneficiarlea, except that any

II exercise of such power after the expiration of the period of
12 t he rule 91ainat perpetuities Is voids
13
s. Leases to com■ence In the future or upon the

2.0/18
2.0/19

2.0/20

2.0/21
2.0122

2.0/22

2.0/24
2.0/25
l.0/2

14 h appening of a future event, but no such lease la Hlid unleaa 3.0/4
3.D/S
IS th• ter■ thereof actually commences In possession within CO
N year• fro■ the date of execution of the lease,
17
,. Commlt■enta by a lessor to enter into a lease with
II a subtenant or with the holder of a leasehold ■ort9a9e or
19 c o-lt■ents by a le•••• or sublease• to enter Into a lea••

20 with the holder of a l•aa•holcl ■ort9age1 or
21
7. Options to purchaa_e In 9roaa or In a lease or

22 pree■ptlH rights la the utur·e of • rl9ht or flrat refusal,

21 out no option ln 9rosa la valid for aore than 40 year■ fro■

21 tbe date of It• creation.
2S
(bl The period of perpetuities doe■ not C011aence to
• run ln connection with any disposition of property or Interest
71 therein, no Instrument la considered to be effective for
a purposes of the rule against perpetuities, and no interest or
29 power Is considered t� be created for purposes of the rule
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2 legal and equitable ownership of the property or Interest
1
3 therein.

•

(4)

3.0/11

REDUCTION or ACB CORTINGERC�.--If, except for this 13.0/19

s subsection, an Interest In property would be invalid because

, It depend■ for lta •••ting upon any person attalnln9 or
7 falling to attain an age In excess of 21 rears, the age

3.0/20

3.0/21

1 contingency la reduced to 21 years wlth re1pect to each person 3.0/22
, subject to the contingency.

cs, RULBS or CORSTRUCTIOR.--Unles1 a contrary Intent
3.0/2J
10
n appeara, th·• rules of construction provided In this 1ubaectlon 3.0/24
12 9overn with re1pect to any ■atter concernln9 the rule against 3.0/2S

13 perpetuities,
C•I It shall be preau■ed that the creator of an
t•

3.0/26

l.0/27
4.0/2

3.0/7 ·.

ts interest Intended that the Interest be valid.
(bl If, except for this paragraph, an Interest would
N
11 be Invalid because of the poaalblllty that the person to who■
11 It la 9lven or ll■lted ••r be a person not In being at the

l.0/9

20 referred to In the lnatruliient creating tbe interest aa the
21 ■pouae of another without further Identification, It la

4.0/6

l.0/11

23 effective date of the lnatru■ent.

3.01,
l.0/1

l.0/10

l.0/12

l.0/13
l.0/14

13.0/15

JO a9alnat perpetuities ao lon9 a■, under the Instrument, the
3.0/16
,
11 ■ ater of the lnatru..nt has the power to revoke the lnatru■ent 3.0/17
3

or to transfer or direct transfer to himself of the entire

" ti■e of the creation of the estate, and such person 11

22 preau■ed that such reference la to a peraon In beln9 on the
:M

Cc)

If the duration or vesting of an Interest I•

4.0/4
4.0/S
C.0/1

4.0/8

4.0/t

2S contingent upon the probate of a will, the appolntaent of a

4.0/10

a deter■lnatlon of queatlona relatln9 to an estate or transfer

4.0/12

• fiduciary, the location of a dlatrlbutee, the par■ent of
21 debts, the sale of ••••ts, the aettl•••nt of an estate, the

2' tax, or the occurrence of anr specified contln9ency, It la
• presumed tbat the creator of aacb Interest Intended that the

JI

4
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4.0/11
4.0/13
4.0/14

18'-H-3-7

18'-H-3-7

(7) TRUST WITH TRANSP£RABLB CBRTIPICATES.--A trust

contingency occur, If at all, within 21 years fro• the

2 effective date of the lnstru•ent creating the interest.
Cd)l. If the validity of a disposition depends upon
3

4.0/15

s lt ls presumed, subject to subparagraph 2., that a ■ale can

4.0/18

, the ability of a person to have a child at sou future ti•••

, have a child at 14 years of age or older, but not younger than

4.0/16

4.0/17

7 age 14, and that a fe•ale can have• child at 12 years of age 4.0/19
4.0/20
1 or older, but not older than age 55 or younger than age 12.
, Bovever, ln the case of a living person, evidence ■ay be given 4.0/21
10 to establish whether such person can have a chlld at the tl•e 4.0/22

n In question. the posslblllty that a person aaJ have a child
11 by adoption ls disregarded.

a. A deteralnation of validity of a disposition under
IJ
1, the rule against perpetuities by the application of this
IS pera9raph ls not affected by the later occurrence of facts in
N contradiction to the facts preau■ed or deteralned or the

,, possibility of adoption disregarded under this pare9raph.
11

b. Any Invalidity because of the ability of a person

It to have• child at some future ti.. shall be deter■ined ln
20 a ccordance with paragraph (2)(a).

4.0/23
4.0/25

4.0/26

4.0/21
4.0/28

i with transferable certificates, heretofore or hereafter

3 created, ls not Invalid as violating the rule against
4 perpetultlea, but such truat aay continue for such time as I•

s necessary to accoapllsh the purpose for which the trust vas

n association aanaged by trustees, and vhieh does- not hold any
5.0/14
12 property for sale to customers In the ordinary courae of It•.
,
13 trade or buslneas, and the beneflclal ovneuhlp of which trust S.0/lS

''I

14 la evidenced by tranaferable aharea or by transferable
certificate• of beneficial Interest vhicb ahare• or
N certificate• are offered for ••1• to the public.

19

20

2J

.,, ACQUISITION or UAL PAOPERTY ., FOREIGN TRUST.--lf 14.0/35
2S
» r eal property situated ln this atate I• acquired by a trust
4.0/31
11 ••lldlJ created under the law of another jurladlction. the law 5.0/1

2S

5.0/4

31 accuaulatlon of rents end profit• ia walld.
5

ti•••
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5.0/16

s.0111

Section 2. tbla eat shall take effect �anuary 1, 1t11. IS,0/11

II

4.0/34

•1

5.0/1

1 or by affir■atlve vote of the beneficiaries having a specified 5.D/10
, percentage of interest ln ·the trust. This section applies to 5.D/12
S.0/13
10 an Investment trust, vhlch ls an unincorporated trust or

21
n

a of thl• state ln effect at the ti•e of the acqulaltlon of auch 5.0/2
2t p roperty deter■lne• whether there ia a violation of the rule
5.0/3
against perpetuities or whether a direction for the

5.0/7

7 trust uy be teralnated at any tl■e by action of the trustees

2. Thia paragraph does not applJ for anr t,urpose other 4.0/32
n
C.0/33
n than that of deter■inin9 the v•l�flty of a disposition under

2J the rule against perpetuities when such validity depends on
a the abllltJ of a person to have a child at so■e future tlu.

15.0/6

, created If the instruffnt creating the trust provides that the 5.0/9

11

4.0/2'
4.0/30

5,0/4

,.
21
21
a

2t

311
II
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Provides a statutory rule against perpetuities, No
interest in real or personal property is valid unless it
■ust vest, if at all, not later than 21 years after one
or ■ore lives in being at the creation of the interest
and an period of gestation involved. The lives
■easurr n1 the permissible period of vesting must not be
10 nu�erous or desi3nated in such a manner as to ■ake
proof of their end unreasonably difficult.

The validity of the interest la deter■ined on the facts
existin1 at the end of the lives in bein1 used as a
aeasure�ent or, if none is used, the facts existing at
the end of the 21-year poriod. &very interest created
throu1h the exercise of a power of appoint■ent is
considered to have been created at the ti■e of the
power's exercise rather than its creation. However, no
ower may be ,xercised so as to create another power
ri■ited
as to appointees or as to the manner in which the
aecond power ls exercised.
The rule does not apply to any disposition which, on the
effective date of the act, does not violate or is
exe�pted by statute from the co111111on-law rule against
perpetuities, nor does the rule apply to discretionary
powers of a trust�• to allocate income and principal
amon1 beneficiaries, except that any exercise of such
power after the expiration of the rule's period ls void.

No lease to co�mence in the future or upon the happening
of a future event 11 valid unlesa the ter• thereof
actuallr commences in possession within 40 year■ fro■ the
execution of the lease, and no option in 9ros1 ls valld
for ■ore tnan 40 years fro■ its creation.

The period of the rule does not coamence to run so long
as, under the instrument, the ■aker has the power to
revoke the Instrument or to transfer the entire legal and
equitable owner■hlp of the property to himself.

If an Interest would be Invalid because lt depends for
its vesting upon a person attaining or failing to attain
an age In excess of 21, the a1e contingency Is reduced to
21 years with respect to each person subject to the
contingency.

It ls presumed that a aale can have a child at 14 but not
younger and that a female can have one at 12 but not
younger or older than 551 but, in the case of a llvlng
peraon, evidence may be glven to e■tabllsh tbe question.
If real property ls acquired by a trust validly created
in another jurisdiction, the law of thla atate in effect
at tbe tlme of such acqulaltlon deter■lnea whether the
rule baa been violated or whether a direction for the
accuaulatlon of rent• and profits I• valid.

5.2
5.3.
5.4

5.5
5.6
5.7

s.,

5.9

s.10
5.11

5 ..12
5.13
5.14

s.u
5.15
5.16
5.17
5.18
5.19

5.19
s.20
5.21
5.22

5.23
S.24

2

,

..
5

'
1

•
'
10

11

12

13
1•

15

"

17

"

11

20

s.zs

21

S.26
5.27
s.21

23

5.2,
5.30

S.31

S.32
S.33

S.34
s.n

A trust vitb transferable certificates does not violate
the rule but ■ay continue for such time as needed to
accomplish the purpose for vhlch It vaa created 11 the
trust lnatrument provide■ that it ••Y be terainated at
any time by the trustee■ or by beneficlarlea having a
epecifled percentage of Interest In the truet.

22
2.C

2S
»
'II
21

2'

JO
31
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5.35
5.36
5.37
5.38

s.n
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5
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7
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B
A bill to be entitled

lH•H-J-1

f'

An act relating to reatralnt1 on allenatlo��

property, creating•• 689.22, Florl�b...
�iitute11
provldln9 the rule agaln1t perpe�
basts for deter■lnln1 the v�y G
Y

interest thereunder, provi�� �he a

of the rules provldlng li■ltatlona o

co-ence ln the future or upon the h1

llbtc
1.4

1.s

Ovf

direction to accu■ulate ln cases ln which real

1.11

g

ff

propertr 1■ acquired by a foreign trust,
provldln9 for application of the rule a9aln■t

1.12

certlflcates, provldln9 an effective date.

1.u

perpetultlea to trust• wltb transferable

:1111 Be It lnacted by the Legislature of the State of rlorldat

21

22

section 1. Section 111.22. Florida Statutes, la

231 cceated to read,
JC
689.22 Rule 19aln1t perpetultlea.-2S
(lJ STATEMENT o, TUI ROLE.--No interest ln real or

henc
1.13/2
1.13/J

1.U/J

loU/4

ii personal property la valid unlea1 lt ■uat vest, lf at all, not 1.13/S
,
'D later than 21 years after one or aore llve1 ln bel119 at the
1.13/1
a creation of the lntere1t and anJ period of 9e1tation involved.

2' The lives ■ea■url119 the per■l11lble period of veatln9 ■u1t not 1.13/1
,
• be so nu■eroua or designated ln ■ucb a ■anner as to ■ate proof 1.13/8
11 of their end unreasonably difficult.
1
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• perpetultie1, the valtdlty of the interest la deter■lned on

1.13/9

1.13/10

1.13/11

1.13/12

1.13/13

1.13/H

For the purposes of the rule against perpetuities, 11.13/15
1.13/16

(b)

10 other Instrument, of • power of appointment, irrespective of

u

ff

3 deter■lnlng whether an interest violates the rule against

•

1.10

N

lxcept as provided in paragraph CSJ(dJl.a., In

9 every interest created through the •••rel••• by will. deed or

apeclfylng the lav governln9 application of the

"

ca,

2

7 ls used. the facts e•l•tlng •t the end of the 21-year perlod.

provldln9 for the reduction of age

rule a91ln1t perpetuities and the validity of a

BASIS ,OR DBTBRNINING VALIDITY or 1NT£R£ST.-

(2)

6 used to aeasure the per■lsslble period or. If no life In being

a future event and on option■ ln 9ro1

contln9encle11 providing rule■ of construction,

Cc....

S the bails of facts exl1tln9 at the end of the lives ln being

11
11

1J

!°J/21 c;

1.13/11

11 11hether th·• power ii U■f.ted or unlt■lted •• to appointee■•
-• .. --------- _ .... ••
-- aay
-- ••ercla4d,
---- be
--- created
------- or
-- -was
tne power
111 tne ■-nner- .1n wn.1cn

..

.

1,I or

whether the power was created before or after this section
11 tatea effect, 11 considered to have been created at the tl■e

12.0/2

is of the exercise and not at the time of the creation of the

2.0/J
2.0/4

17 rule unless the interest would be void had it been created at

2.0/6

20 th•t no power uy be exercl1ed ao •• to cre•t• another power
1
21 U■lted H to appointees or as to the unner In which •uch

2.0/8

16 po11er of •ppolnt■ent. Ro 1ucb lntere■t is void becau1e of the 2.0/5

11 the date of the exercise of the power of appoint■ent otherwise 2.0/7
It than through the exercise of • power of appoint■ent, except·
221 aecond power ■ay be eaerciaed.
23
21

IS

(3)

APPLICATIOH or RULi.-The rule 19alnst perpetuities does not apply to,

,.,
1. AnJ disposition of propertJ or intere1t therein

26 11hlch dispo1ltlon, aa �f the effective date of this 11ctlon.
_
27 does not violate or 1• exe■pted by •t•tute fro• the operation
a of the co-■on•lav rule 19alnst perpetaltl•••
2. Power■ of • trustee to sell, leaae, or ■ort9a9e
29

311 property or vhlch relate to the ad■lnistratlon or ■anage■ent

JII of truat •••eta, lncludln9, vltbout li■lt•tlon, dlacretlonary
2
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2.0/10
2.0/11

2.0111

2.0/12

2.0/13
1
2.0/14

2.0/15

2.0/16

12.1/17

186-H-J-7

JH-H-J-7
powers to determine which receipts constitute principal and

2 vblch receipts constitute income and powers to appoint a
,
3 successor trustee,

•

J. Mandatory powers of a trustee to distribute Income

2.0/18

2.0/19

S o r discretionary powers of a trustee to distribute principal, 2.0/20
1
,lprior to termination of the trust, to a beneficiary having an 2.0/21
7 I nterest In the principal which Interest Is irrevocably vested

II In quality and quantity,
t

4. Discretionary powers of a trustee to allocate

10 lncoae and principal among beneficiaries, except that any

II exercise of such power after the expiration of the period of
12 the rule a1ainst perpetuities ls vold1
13
s.
to co■•ence in the future or upon the

Le••••

2.0/22

2.0/22
2.0/2C

2.0/25

J.0/2

Ml happening of a future event, but no such lease Is valid unless IJ.0/4
J.O/S
IS the t.er• thereof actually co1111onces In possession within 40
i
M years fro■ the date of execution of the lea•••
17
,. Co••it•ents by a lessor to enter Into • lease with l.0/6
l.0/7

II a subtenant or with the holder of a leasehold mortgage or
It co-lt•ents by a lessee or sublease• to enter into a lea1e

l.0/1

22 preeaptlH rights In the natur·e of a rl9ht of first refusal,

J.0/10

,.

::111

with the holder of a lea1•hold mortgage, or

7. Options to purchase In 9ro•• or In a lease or

D out no option In 9ro•• la valid for aore than 40 years fro■
31 the date of It• creation.
2S
(b) Tht period of perpetuities does not co■Mnce to

l.0/1

J.0/11
l.0/12

»I run ln connection with any disposition of property or Interest IJ.0/13
J.0/14
fl therein, no lnstruaent Is considered to be effective for
21 purposes of the rule against perpetuities, and no Interest or
2' power ls considered t� be created for purpose• of the rule

J.0/15

J.0/16
JI a9alnst perpetuities so lon9 as, under the Instrument, the
Jll■aker of the lnstrunnt has the power to revoke the lnstru■ent IJ.0/17
J
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or to transfer or direct tran1fer to himself of the entire

2 legal and equitable ownership of the property or lntere1t
1
3 therein.

•

(4)

J.0/18

REOOCTIOlt or AGB CONTINGENC�.--lf, except for thia ,,.011,

5 subsection, an Interest in property would be Invalid because

, it depends for Its vesting upon any person attaining or
7 falling to attain an age In excess of 21 years, the age

J.0/20

J.0/21

1 contingency ls reduced to 21 year• with respect to each person 3.0/22
, subject to the contingency.

10

(5)

RULES or CONSTRUCTION.--unle•• a contrary Intent

J.0/23

11 appear■, the rules of conatruction provided in thla subsection J.0/24
I
12 g overn with re1pect to any ■atter concerning the rule agalnat J.0/2S

13 perpetuities,
Ca) It shall be presu■ed that the creator of an

"
1st interest Intended that the interest be valid.
lb) If, except for thl1 paragraph, an interest would
"

J.0/26
J.0/27
4.0/2

11 be invalid becau1e of the posslbllitv that the peraon to who■
11 It 11 given or ll■lted aay be a person not in being at the
It time of the creation of the estate, and such person Is

4.0/4
4.0/5

2i prtsuaed that such reference i• to a person In being on the

4.0/1

2S contingent upon the probate of• will, the appointaent of a

4.0/10

21 deteralnatlon of questions relating to an estate or transfer

4.0/U

20 referred to ln the ln■trullient creating the Interest as the
21 spouse of another without further Identification, it la
23 effective date of the inatru..nt.
2'

(c)

If the duration or •••ting of an Interest la

a fiduciary, the location of a distributee, the payaent of

ti debts, the sale of assets, the settle■ent of an estate, the

2' tax, or the occurrence of any specified contingency, It la
311 presuaed that the creator of such Interest Intended that tbe
�

4
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4.0/1

4.0/11

4.0/lJ

4.0/14

186-H-J-7
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2 effective date of the lnatruaent creating the interest.
Cd)l. If the validity of a dlaposltlon depends upon
3

4.0/15

4.0/16

17) TRUST WITH TRAN9P£RABL£ CERTIPICATES.--A trust
2 with transferable certlflcatea, heretofore or hereafter
3 created, la not lnvalld •• violating the rule agalnat

s I t la presumed, subject to subparagraph 2., that a ■ale can

4.0/18

s necessary to acco■pllsh the purpose for vhlch the trust vaa

1 age 14, and tbat a feaale can have a child at 12 year• of age
1 o r older, but not older than age 55 or younger than age 12.

4.0/lt

contingency occur, lf at all, wltbln 21 years fro■ the

• the ability of a person to bave a child at aoae future tl■e,

, have a child at 14 years of age or older, but not younger than

4.0/17

4.0/20

, Bovever, In the case of a living person, evidence ■ay be given 4.0/21

10 t o eatabliah whether auch person can have a child at the tl■e
11 In question. Tbe possibility that a person aar have a child
11 by adoption la di1regarded.

a. A deteralnatlon of validity of a dlaposltlon under
t>
1,1 the rule against perpetuities by the application of tbla
IJ paragraph la not affected by the later occurrence of facts in
N contradiction to tbe facts preau■ed or deteralned or the

\1 poaalblllty of adoption disregarded under tbla paragraph.

b. Any 1nvalldlty because of tbe ability of a person
11
,
t
o
have
a child at ao■e future tl■e aball M deteralned ln
1

4.0/22

4 perpetultlea, but auch truit ■ar continue for such tlae aa la

1 or by afflrNtlve vote of the beneflclarles having a specified S.0/10

, percentage of Interest In the trust. Thia aectlon applles to

It an lnveataent trust, which la an unincorporated trust or

4.0/27
,
4.0/28

S.0/H
s.0111

4.0/26

4.0/21
4.0/JO

4.0/Jl

24 the ability of• person to have a child at aoae future ti•••
,,, ACQUISITION or REAL PROPERTY ar fORBICN taus,.--lf 4.0/JS
25
» real propertr situated In tbl• state la acquired bf a trust
4.0/JI
JI ••lldlf created under the law of another jurisdiction, the law 5.0/1
a of tbla st•te In effect at the ti•• of the acqulsltlon of such 5.0/2

5
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5.0/lJ

4.0/25

1• la evidenced br transferable aharea or by transferable
,, oertlflcate• of beneficial Interest vhlch share• or
,
N oertlflcatea are offered for sale to the public.

..
11

,.on

S.0/4

Section 2. t'bla aat aball take effect Januarr 1, 1171. IS.0/11

"

13

31 acca■ulatlon of rent• and profit■ la ••lid.

S.0/12

11 aaaoclatlon aana9ed by trustees, and vhlch does-not hold any
5.0/14
12 property for sale to cu■to■ere in the ordinary course of ltw.
,
13 trade or buslneaa, and the beneficial ovnerahlp of which tru•t S.0/15

4.0/2J

4.0/Jt

•1

5.0/1

S.0/7

7 trust ..Y be ter■lnated at any tl■e by actlon of the trustees

a

2' propertr deter■lnea whether there la a vlolatlon of the rule
•t•lnat perpetultlea or whether a direction for the

15.0/6

, created lf the instruftnt creating the trust provides that the 5.0/t

21 accordance vltb paragraph C2JC•I•
2. Thia paragraph does not applf for anr purpose other 4.0/32
21
n than that of deteralnlng the vall,fltr of a diapoaltion under
23 the rule agaln•t perpetuities vben such validity depends on

5.0/4

21
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BOUSE SUMHARf

Provides a statutory rule against perpetuities, No
I nterest In real or personal property 1• valid unless It
■ust vest, if at all, not later than 21 years after one
o r ■ore lives ln being at the creation of the interest
and any period of gestation Involved. The lives
aeasurin1 the permissible period of vesting ■ust not be
s o nu�erous or designated in such a manner as to ■ake
proof of their end unreasonably difficult.

The validity of the interest ls deter■lned on the facts
existln1 at the end of the lives in bein1 used as a
aeasurezent or, If none ls used, the facts existing at
the end of the 21-year period. £very interest created
throu1h the exercise of a power of appolnt■ent Is
considered to have been created at the tl■e of the
power•• exercise rather than !ts creation. However, no
over may be exercised so as to create another power
lmlted as to appointees or •• to the manner in which the
second power ls exercised,

r

The rule does not apply to any disposition which, on the
effective date of the act, docs not violate or ls
exe�pted tr/ statute from the common-law rule against
perpetuities, nor does the rule apply to discretionary
povers of a trust�• to allocate lnco111e and principal
amon1 beneficiaries, except that any exercise of such
power after the expiration of the rule's period 1s void.

No lease to commence In the future or upon the happening
of• future event ls valid unlesa the ter• thereof
actually co�mencea In posseaslon within 40 years froa the
execution of the lease, and no option in gross Is valid
for •ore tnan co years fro• Its creation.
The period of the rule does not c011■ence to run so long
as, under the instrument, the ■aker has the p011er to
revoke the Instrument or to transfer the entire legal and
equitable ownership of the property to hl■aelf.

If an Interest would be Invalid because It depends for
its vesting upon a person attaining or falling to attain
an age In excess of 21, the a1e contln1ency Is reduced to
21 years with respect to each person subject to the
contingency.

It Is presumed that a ■ale can have a child at 14 but not
younger and that a fe• ale can have one at 12 but not
younger or older than ss, but, in the case of• living
per&on, evidence ••Y be given to establish the question.
If real property Is acquired by a trust validly created
In another jurisdiction, the law of thla state In effect
at the time of such acqulsltlon determines whether the
rule has been violated or whether a direction for the
accuaulatlon of rents and profits Is ••lid.
7
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A trust with transferable certificates does not violate
the rule but aay continue for such time as needed to
accoaplish the purpose for vblch lt waa created If the
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any time by the trustees or by beneflclarlea havln9 a
specified percentage of Interest ln the trust •
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2

A bill to be entitled

3

..

An act relating to restraints on alienation of

s

property; creating s. 689.22, Florida Statutes;

6

providing the rule against perpetuities and the

7

basis for determining the validity of an

8

interest thereunder; providing the application

9

of the rule; providing limitations on leases.to

10

commence in the future or upon the happening of

11

a future event and on options in gross;

12

providing for the reduction of age

13

contingencies: providing rules of construction;

1 ..

specifying the lav governing application of the

15

rule against petpetuities and the validity of a

16

direction to accumulate in cases in which real

17

property is acquired by a foreign trust;

18

providing for application of the rule against

19
20

perpetuities to trusts with transferable
certificates; providing an effective date.

21

221Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
23
2..

Section 1.

26

689.22

27

(1)

Section 689.22, Florida Statutes, is

2stcreated to read:

Rule against perpetuities.--

STATEMENT OP THE RULE.--No interest in real or

2e1personal property is valid unless it must vest, if at all, not
29flater than 21 years after one or more lives i� being at the

301creation of the interest and any period of gestation involved.

311The lives measuring the permisRible period of vesting must not
1

2•-22s-s

2.

Povers of a trustee to sell. lease or mor tgage

2lproperty or vhicb relate to the administration or management
3fOf trust assets. including, without limitation. discretionary
,1povers to determine vhich receipts constitute principal and
sfwhich receipts constitute income and powers to appoint a
6ISUCcessor trustee:
7

3.

ftandatorr powers of a trustee to distribute income

Blor aiscretionarr povers of a trustee to distribute principal.
9fprior to termination of the trust, to a beneficiary having an
101interest in the principal vhic� interest is irrevocably vested

111in quality an� quantity;
12

Q.

Discretionary powers of a trustee to allocate

13fincome and principal among beneficiaries. except that any
1,1�xercise of such pover after the expiration of the period of
1sfthe rule against perpetuities is void;
16

5.

Leases to commence in the future or upon the

11thappening of a future event, but no such lease is valid unless
1s1tbe term thereof actually commences in possession within qo
1911ears from the date of execution of the lease;

20

6.

Co1■itments by a lessor to enter into a lease with

211a subtenant or with the hol1er of a leasehold mortgage or

221commitments by a lessee or sublessee to enter into a lease

23fwith the holder of a leasehold mortgage; or
24

7.

Options to purchase in qross or i11 a lease or

2s1preemptive rights in the nature of a right of first refusal.
26lbut no option in gross is valid for more than 40 years from

211the date of its creation.
28

(b)

The period of perpetuities does not commence to

291run in connection with any disposition of property or interest
30 1therein. no instrument is considered to be effective for

31fpurposes of the rule against perpetuities, and no interest or
3

'
'.

f<'· ,, I

"211•22D•S

11tax, or t)e occurrence of any specified contingency, it i5
2Jpresumed that the creator of such interest intended that the
3fcontingency occur, if at all, within 21 years from the
•!effective date of the instrument creating the interest.
5

.(d)1.

If the validity of a disposition depends upon

6lthe ability of a person to have a child at some future time,
7lit is presumed, subject to subparagraph 2., that a male can

Blhave a child at 14 years of age or older, but not younger than
9fage 14, and that a female can have a child at 12 years of age

101or older, but not older than age 55 or younger than age 12.

111Hovever, in the case of a living person, evidence may be given

121to establish whether such person can have a child at the time
13lin question.

The possibility that a person may have a child

14Jby adoption is disregard�d.

l determination of validity of a

1s1disposition_ under the rule against perpetuities by the

16fapplication of this paragraph is not affected by the later
111occurrence of facts in contradiction to the facts prEsumed or
1e1determined or the possibility of adoption disregarded under
1 9fthis paragraph.
20

2.

This paragraph does not apply for any purpose other

211 than that of determining the validity of a disposition under
22tthe rule against perpetuities vhen such validity depends on

23(the ability of a person to have a child at some future time.
24

(6)

ACQUISITION OP REAL PROPERTY BY FOREIGN TRUST.--If

2streal'prcperty situated in this state is acquired by a trust

26fv alidly created under the lav of another jurisdiction, the lav

21tof this state in effect at the time of the acquisition of such
2Bfproperty determines whether there is a violation of the rule
29(&gainst perpetuities or whether a direction for the
301accuaulation oC rents and profits is valid.
31
5
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SUBJECT:

Restraints on Alienation BY:
of Property

Casey

-------

Gallen

SENATE SUMMARY

Provides a statutory rule against perpetuities: No interest in
real or personal property is valid unless it must vest, if at
all, not later than 21 years after one or more lives in being
at the creation of the interest and any period.of gestation in
volved, The lives measuring the permissible period of vesting
must not be so numerous or designated in such a manner as to
make proof of their end unreasonably difficult.
The validity of the interest is determined on the facts exist
ing at the end of the lives in being used as a measurement or,
if none is used, the facts existing at the end of the 21-year
period, Every interest created through the exercise of a
power of appointment is considered to have been created at the
time of the power's exercise rather than its creation. How
ever, no power may be exercised so as to create another power
limited as to appointees or as to the manner in which the
second power is exercised.
The rule does not apply to any disposition which, on the effec
tive date of the act, does not violate or is exempted by
statute from the common-law rule against perpetuities, nor
does the rule apply to discretionary powers of a trustee to
allocate income and principal among beneficiaries, except that
any exercise of such power after the expiration of the rule's
period is void.

.

No lease to commence in the future· or upon the happening of a
future event is valid unless the term thereof actually com
mences in possession within 40 years from the execution of
the lease, and no option in gross is valid for more than 40
years from its creation.
The period of the rule does not commence to run so long as,
under the instrument, the maker has the power to revoke the
instrument or to transfer the entire legal and equitable
ownership of the property to himself.

f/3 !011
2

A bill to be entitled

3
4

An act relating to restraints on alienation of

5

�roperty; creating s� 689.22, Florida Statutes:

6

providing the rule against perpetuities and the

7

basis for determining the validity of an

8

interest thereunder; providing the application

9

of the rule; providing limitations on leases to

10

commence in the future or upon the happening of

12

providing for the reduction of age

11

a future event and on options in gross;

13

contingencies; providing rules of construction;

14

specifying the law governing application of the

15

rule against perpetuities and the validity of a

16

direction to accumulate in cases in which real

17

property is acguired by a foreign trust;

18

providing for application of the rule against

19

perpetuities to trusts with transferable

20

certificates; providing an effective date.

21

221Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
23
24

Section 1.

Section 689.22, Florida Statutes, is

�,created to read:
26

689.22

27

(1)

Bule against perpetuities.--

STATEMENT OP THE RULE.--No interest in r�al or

�!personal property is valid unless it �ust vest, if at all, not
291later than 21 years after one or more lives in being at the

301creation of the interest and any period of gestation involved.

311The lives measuring the perfflissible period of vesting must not
1
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3

A bill to be entitled

:btc

4

An act relating to restraints on alienation of

1.1/3

5

property: creating s. 689.22, Florida Statutes:

1.5

6

providing the rule against perpetuities and the

7

basis for determining the validity of an

8

interest thereunder; providing the application

9

of the rule: providing limitations on leases to

1. 7

10

commence in the future or upon the happening of

•8

11

a future event and on options in gross;

12

providing for the reduction of age

13

contingencies; providing rules of construction:

14

specifying the law governing application of the

15

rule against perpetuities and the validity of a

16

direction to accumulate in cases in which real

17

property is acquired by a foreign trust;

18

providing for application of the rule against

19

perpetuities to trusts with transferable

20

certificates; providing an effective date.

.6

.9

.10
•11

• 12

. 13

21

21 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

:enc

23

24

Section 1.

Section 689.22, Florida Statutes, is

25 created to read:
26

689.22

27

( 1)

.13/1
.13/2

Rule against perpetuities.--

STATEturnT OF THE RULE .--No interest in real or

2s1personal property is valid unless it must vest, if at all, not
29

later than 21 years after one or more lives in being at the

30

creation of the interest and any period of gestation involved.

31

The lives measuring the permissible period of vesting must not
1

.13/3
.13/5

.13/6

.13 /7

.13/8

21 property or which relate to the administration or management

eU/

31 of trust assets, including, without limitation, discretionary

.0/21

�v

41 powers to determine which receipts constitute principal and
5I which receipts constitute income and powers to appoint a
6

.0/22

successor trustee:
rAandatory powers of a trustee to distribute income

.0/24

Bl or discretionary powers of a trustee to distribute principal,

.0/25

91 prior to termination of the trust, to a beneficiary having an

.0/26

7

3.

101 interest in the principal which interest is irrevocably vested

111 in quality and quantity:
12

4.

Discretionary powers of a trustee to allocate

13I income and principal among beneficiaries, except that any
14 1 exercise of such power after the expiration of the period of
151 the rule against perpetuities is void;
16

5.

Leases to commence in the future or upon the

.0/27

.0/28

.0/30
.0/31
.0/1

111happening of a future event, but no such lease is valid unless

.0/3

18I the term thereof actually commences in possession within 40

.0/4

191years from the date of execution of the lease:
201

6.

Commitments by a lessor to enter into a lease with

211a subtenant or with the holder of a leasehold mortgage or

221commitments by a lessee or sublessee to enter into a lease
231with the holder of a leasehold mortgage; or
241

7.

Options to purchase in gross or in a lease or

2s1preernptive rights in the nature of a right of first refusal,

26l but no option in gross is valid for more than 40 years from
27 the date of its creation.
28

(b)

The period of perpetuities does not commence to

29 run in connection with any disposition of property or interest

.0/6
.0/7
.0/8
.0/10
.0/11
.0/12
.0/14
.0/15

30 therein, no instrument is considered to be effective for

.0/16

311purposes of the rule against perpetuities, and no interest or

.0/17

3

j presumed that the creator of such interest intended that the
3 contingency occur, if at all, within 21 years from the
2

4

5
6
7

8

effective date of the instrument creating the interest.
(d)1.

If the validity of a disposition depends upon

the ability of a person to have a child at some future time,
it is presumed, subject to subparagraph 2., that a male can

have a child at 14 years of age or older, but not younger than

9 age 14, and that a female can have a child at 12 years of age

lleU/1::>

4.0/16
4.0/18

4.0/19

4.0/20

4.0/21

or older, but not older than age 55 or younger than age 12.

4.0/22

111

However, in the case of a living person, evidence may be given 14.22

12

to establish whether such person can have a child at the time

4.23

10

13

in question.

The possibility that a person may have a child

4.24

14

by adoption is disregarded.

15

disposition under the rule against perpetuities by the

4.26

17

occurrence of facts in contradiction to the facts presumed or

4.27

18

determined or the possibility of adoption disregarded under

19

this paragraph.

4.27/1

16

20
21

A determination of validity of a

application of this paragraph is not affected by the later

2.

This paragraph does not apply for any purpose other 14.27/3

than that of determining the validity of a disposition under

22

the rule against perpetuities when such validity depends on

23

the ability of a person to have a child at some future time.

24

(6)

4.25

4.27/4
4.27/5

ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY BY FOREIGN TRUST.--If j4.27/7

real property situated in this state is acquired by a trust

4.27/8

of this state in effect at the time of the acquisition of such

5.0/2

29

against perpetuities or whether a direction for the

5.0/3

30

accumulation of rents and profits is valid.

5.0/4

25
26

27

28

validly created under the law of another jurisdiction, the law
property determines whether there is a violation of the rule

31

5

5.0/1
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05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,
JUDICIARY CRIMINAL, WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00257
05119/75 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; NOW REFERRED TO
JUDICIARY CRIMINAL -SJ 00331
05/26/75 SENATE C/S COMBINES THIS BILL ANO S 1007; COMM. REPORT: C/S
BY JUDICIARY CRIMINAL; NOW REFERRED TO WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00401
05/27/75 SENATE WITHORAWN FROM WAYS ANO MEANS; PLACED ON CALENDAR
-SJ 00402
06/05/75 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR

S 1073 GENERAL Bill BY SIMS AND uTHERS (SIMILAR H '1531, CCMPARE H 1580,
S 00721
MOTOR CARRIERS; DELETES EXEMPTION OF CARRIERS OF ROAD BUILDING &
CONSTRUCTION AGGREGATES FROM FILING RATE SCHEDULES WITH PUBLIC SERVICE
COMM.; PROVIDES CARRIER HOLDING PERMIT TO TRANSPORT SAID AGGREGATES ON 6/
l/75 MAY APPLY FOR CERTIFICATE OF CONVENIENCE & NECESSITY. AMENDS CH.
323. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00257
05/21/75 SENATE E XTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00349
05/26/75 SENATE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
COMMERCE -SJ 00368
S 1074 GENERAL BILL BY BRANTLEY
BEVERAGE LAW; DEFINES •PRIMARY AMERICAN SOURCE•; REQUIRES DISTRIBUTORS
OF SPIRITUOUS BEVERAGES TO PURCHASE FROM PRIMARY AMERICAN SOURCE.
CREATES 565.15 & .16. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/75.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00257
05/21/75 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00349
05/27/75 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00403
06/05/75 SENATE OIEO JN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
S 1075 GENERAL BILL BY TOBIASSEN
FLA. COSMETOLOGY LAW; AUTHORIZES HOLDER OF WORK PERMIT TO PRACTICE
COSMETOLOGY; D ELETES THEORY Of COSMETOLOGY FROM EXAMINATION FOR MASTER
COSMETOLOGIST, ETC. AMENDS CH. 477. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/75.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00257
05/21/75 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY COMMERCE -SJ 00347
06/05/75 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR
S 1076 GENERAL BILL BY MCCLAIN
NEGLIGENCE; LIMITS ADMISSIBLE EXPERT TESTIMONY IN PROFESSIONAL
NEGLIGENCE ACTIONS. CREATES 768.31. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/75.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY CIVIL -SJ 00258
05/13/75 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY CIVIL
- SJ 00304
06/05/75 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY CIVIL

S 1077 GENERAL BILL 8Y GALLEN ANO OTHERS (COMPANION H 22821
RESTRAINTS ON A LIENATION OF PROPERTY; PROVIDES RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES
& THE BASIS FOR DETERMINING VALIDITY OF INTEREST.THEREUNDER; PROVIDES
LIMITATIONS ON LEASES, ETC. CREATES 689.22. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/76.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY CIVIL -SJ 00258
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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05/13/75 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY CIVIL
-SJ 00304
05/19/75 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY JUDICIARY CIVIL -SJ 00347
06/05/75 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR

S 1078 GENERAL BILL BY GLISSON ICOMPANION H 157•1
NAMING OF STATE BRIDGES; AUTHORIZES & DIRECTS TRANSPORTATION DEPT. NAME
BRIDGE BEING CONSTRUCTED IN ST. JOHNS CO. TO SPAN MATANZAS RIVER THE
MICKLER-O'CONNELL BRIDGE & PREPARE & LOCATE APPROPRIATE SIGNS, MARKERS.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00258
05/19/75 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00335
06/03/75 SENATE LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, COMP./SIM. BILL PASSED, REFER
TO H 1574

S 1079 GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, J.
lCSI EXAMINING, LICENSING BOARDS; REQUIRES, AUTHORIZES DEPT. OF
PROFESSIONAL & OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION TO ESTABLISH A BIENNIAL LICENSE
RENEWAL SYSTEM. AMENDS 20.30. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/75.
05/09/75 SENATE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00258
05/21/75 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY COMMERCE; NOW REFERRED TO WA YS ANO
MEANS -SJ 00357
06/05/75 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON WAYS ANO MEANS
S 1080 GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, P. (COMPANION H 10021
MOTOR VEHICLES LICENSES; PROVIDES THAT MOBILE HOME IS NOT SUBJECT
LICENSE TAX DURING PERIOD Of TRANSPORTATION WHEN B UYER INTENDS TO
MOBILE HOME TO REAL PROPERTY OWNED BY BUYER. AMENDS 320 .015.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/75.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00258
05/21/75 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ
05/27/75 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ
Ob/05/75 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

TO
AFFIX

00349
00•03

S 1081 GENERAL BILL 8Y RENICK ICOMPANION H 06781
FRESH WATER FISHING; RESTRICTS ANY PUBLIC AGENCY FROM STOCKING FISH IN
PRIVATE PONO; PROVIDES EXCEPTIONS. CREATES 372.0215. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/09/75 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES &
CONSERVATION -SJ 00258
05/15/75 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
\
BY NATURAL RESOURCES & CONSERVATION -SJ 00320
05/28/75 SENATE COMP./SIM. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED -SJ 00453
06/05/75 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR
S 1082 GENERAL BILL 8Y THOMAS, P. ICOMPANION H 10321
STATE GOVERNMENT; REQUIRES AGENCIES & I NDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS TO COMPLY
WITH LOCAL ORDINANCES RE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION WHEN STANDARDS,
REQUIREMENTS ARE GREATER THAN THOSE OTHERWISE REQUIRED BY LAW, ETC.
CREATES 255.27. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/75.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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GENERAL LEGISLATION

COMM. REPORT: C/S

PLACEO ON CALENDAR BY AGRICULTURE
ANO GENERAL LEGISLATION
REAO FIRST TIME; REFERRED TO AGRICULTURE ANO GENERAL
LEGISLATION -HJ OOllJ; CO�M. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON
CALENDAR BY AGRICULTv�E ANO GENERAL LEGISLATION
-HJ 00173
C/S READ FIRST ANO SECOND TIME -HJ OQ283
0
READ THIRD TIME; C/S PASSED; YEAS 111 NAYS
-HJ 00296
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO AGRICULTURE -SJ 00156
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
AGRICULTURE -SJ 00169
PASSED; YEAS 31 NAYS
O -SJ 00307
SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 00861
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 76-35 -HJ 00906
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H 2288 GENERAL BILL BY EDUCATION
EDUCATION; PROVIDES FOR PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF RULES IN ALL LEVELS
OF EOJCATION; PROVIDES THAT TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS IN UNIVERSITY SYSTEM BE
PUNISHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH BO. OF REGENTS RULES. AMENDS CHS. 230, 239
t 240. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.,
05/26/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00722
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILEO; ON riOUSE CALENDAR UPON ADJOURNMENT
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00114
04/23/76 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 100
NAYS
1 -HJ 00403
05/04/.76 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION -SJ 00235
05/13/76 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
-SJ 00297
05/20/76 SENATE COMH. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY EDUCATION -SJ 00346
06/04/76 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR

H 2289 GENERAL SILL BY EDUCATION
GENERAL SERVICES DEPT.; DELEGATES CERTAIN FUNCTIONS FROM VARIOUS
DIVISIONS Of SAID DEPT. TO BO. OF REGENTS; PROVIDES AUTHORITY TO
DELEGATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR CERTAIN FUNCTIONS RE ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING, ETC. AMENDS VARIOUS CHS. OF F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/26/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00722
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; ON HOUSE CALENDAR UPON ADJOURNMENT
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00114
04/26/76 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT PENDING; WITHDRAWN FROM
CALENDAR, REFEkRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
H 2282 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY AND OTHERS
-HJ 00429
RESTRAINTS ON ALIENATION OF PROPERTY; PROVIDES RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES
06/04/76 HOUSE OJED IN COM MITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
& THE BASIS FOR DETERMINING VALIDITY Of INTEREST THEREUNDER; PROVIDES
LIMITATIONS ON LEASES, ETC. �REATES 689.22. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/77.
H 2302 GENERAL BILL BY GOVERN MENTAL OPERATIONS !SIMILAR H 3483, S 1123,
05/26/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME
COMPARE ENG/S 0859)
-HJ 00709
WATER & SEWER SYSTEMS; PROVIDES FOR INCREASE IN INTEREST RATE ON CERTAIN
O -HJ 00744
05/27/75 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 102 NAYS
ANNUAL ASSESSMENT INSTALLMENTS. AMENDS 153.05. EFFECTIVE DATE:
05/29/75 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY CIVIL -SJ 00522
UPON BECOMING LAW.
06/05/75 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY CIVIL; PLACED ON CALENDAR;
05/26/75 HOUSE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO G�OWTH AND ENERGY,
INDEFINITELY POSTPONED
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ J0723
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED
06/05/75,· HOUSE PREFILED; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GROWTH
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00113
AND ENERGY
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; REFERRED TC GROWTH ANC ENERGY,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00114
H 2283 GENERAL SILL BY JUDICIARY AND OTHERS
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED IN.COMMITTEE, IOEN./SIH. BILL PASSED, REFER TO S
POWERS Of ATTORNEY; PROVIDES ANY NATURAL PERSON WHO HAY SERVE AS
859
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE HAY StRVE AS ATTORNEY IN FACT UNDER DURABLE
POWER OF ATTORNEY. AMENDS 709.08. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/76.
H 2304 GENERAL BILL BY COMMERCE ANO OTHERS !SIMILAR H 17371
05/26/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME
SECURJTIES; REQUIRES DISCLOSURE£ FILING OF DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS WITH
THJ 00709
DEPT. OF BANKING£ FINANCE RE SECURITIES NOT REGISTERED UNDER LAWS OF
05/27/75 HOUSE RE AD THIRD TIME; PASSiJ; YEAS 87 NAYS 15 -HJ 00744
U.S. & NOT EXEMPT FROM REGISTRATION THEREUNDER OR BY THIS ACT, ETC.
05/ 29/75 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO J UDICIARY CIVIL -SJ 00522
AMENDS CHS. 517£ �5.11. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/77,
06/05/75 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY CIVIL; PLACED ON CALENDAR;
05/26/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00724
INDEFINITELY POSTPONED
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED; U PON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILED
APPROPRIATIONS
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00113
04/06/76 HOUSE READ FIRST TIME; REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00114
06/04/76 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
H 2276 GENERAL BILL BY FINANCE AND TAXATION I SIMILAR S 1108, H 4009)
EXCISE TAX ON DOCUMENTS; AUTHORIZES CERTAIN PERSONS TO COLLECT TAX
WITHOUT AFFIXING STAMPS T O DOCUMENT INVOLVED IN TRANSACTION, ETC.
CREATES 201.132 & AMENDS 201.12. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/76.
05/26/75 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00721
06/05/75 HOUSE PREFILEO; UPON ADJOURNMENT IN HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS
04/06/76 HOUSE R EAD FIRST TIME; REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00113
06/04/76 HOUSE �IEO IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
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MOTOR VEHICLES; PllOHIBITS PtRSON FROM KNOWINGLY DRIVING OR MOVING, OR
OWNER FRO" CAUSING 0A PERMITTING OPERATION OF CERTAIN t.WSAFE VEHICLES,
VEHICLES NOT CO�TAINING PARTS OR EQUIPMENT REQUIRED BY LAW OR NOT IN
PROPER REPAIR; REQUIRES OFFICER GIVE WRITTEN NOTICE TO DRIVER, ETC,
AMENOS CH. 316, EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
03/10/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00055
04/12/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE W ITH AMEND�, PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00142
05/06/77 SENATE PLACEO ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 003361 PASSED AS
AMENDED; YEAS 35 NAYS
1 -SJ 003431 CHECK IDENTICAL
Bill STATUS
05/11/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00508
05/19/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY TRANSPORTATION -HJ 006401
NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
05/30/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00877; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
S 0377 GENERAL Bill BY CHILDERS, W.
REAL ESTATE LICENSE LAW; EXEMPTS EMPLOYEES OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, RAILROADS & o.o.T. FROM LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR
REAL ESTATE BROKERS OR SALESMEN WHEN SUCH EMPLOYEES PURCHASE OR LEASE
REAL PROPERTY WITHIN SCOPE OF THEIR EMPLOYMENT FOR USE OF EMPLOYERS.
AMENDS 475.01. EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/15/77.
03/10/7r SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00055
04/13/77 SENATE COMM, REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00142
04/22/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00204; PASSED AS
3 -SJ 00211
AMENDED; YEAS 32 NAYS
04/26/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO REGULATED INDUSTRIES ANO
LICENSING -HJ 00355
05/1,/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY REGULATED INOUSTRIES ANO LICENSING -HJ 00554
05/26/77 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00778
05/27/77 HOUSE REAO THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 98 NAYS
4
-HJ 00819
05/30/77 SENATE CONCURRED: P ASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 32 NAYS
4
-SJ 00575
06/06/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICfRS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
06/15/77
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-239
S 0378 GENERAL BILL BY JOHNSTON ISJMILAR H 11081
WAGES OR SALARY; PROVIDES NO PROVISION OF CH. 532 B E CONSTRUED TO
PROHIBIT PAYOR FROM CAUSING AMOUNT OF WAGES OR SALARY TO BE DEPOSITED
DIRECTLY TO PAYEE'S ACCOUNT IN FINANCIAL INST. BY ELECTRONIC OR OTHER
MEDIUM UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. CREATES 532,04, EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW,
03/10/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00055
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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REPORT& FAVOUILE, PLACED ON CALENDAR 8Y COMMERCE
-SJ 00121
05/27/17 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00552
0�/31/77 HNA!E IOEN,ISIM. HOUSE B ILL SUBSTITUTED -SJ 006391 LAIO ON
TABLE UNDER RULE, J0EN./SIM./COMPARE Bill PASSED, REFER
TO H 1008 (CH. 77-2961 -SJ 00640

0•1u1n 5EMAtt

S 0379 GENERAL Bill BY CHILDERS, W. ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR ENG/H 07901
CCSI PLANNING£ BUDGETING; REQUIRES O.O.A., IN CONSULTATION WITH
J.L,M,C.£ AUDITOR GENERAL, TO PRESCRIBE BUDGET£ RELATED REPORTING &
EVALUATING SYSTEMS; REQUIRES COMPTROLLER & AUDITOR GENERAL TO DEVELOP£
l"PLEMENT PLAN TO USE FLA. ACCOUNTING SYS. IN ALL SfATE AGENCIES, ETC,
AMENDS 216.141. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/0l/T7.
03/10/77 SENATE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00055; ALSO REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00078
04/07/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS; NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00093
04/14/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY A PPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00157
04/18/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00204; C/S READ
FIRST TIME; IOEN,/SIM. HOUSE Bill SUBSTITUTED
·-SJ 00173; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, IOEN./SIM,/COMPARE
·BILL PASSED, REFER TO H 790 ICH, 77-101 -SJ 00174
S 03&0 GENERAL BILL BY JOHNSTON !SIMILAR H 15281
ALIENATION OF PROPERTY; PROVIDES RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES£ BASIS FOR
DETERMINING VALIDITY OF INTEREST THEREUNDER; PROVIDES LIMITATIONS ON
LEASES TO COMMENCE IN FUTURE OR ON HAPPENING OF FUTURE EVENT & ON
OPTIONS IN GROSS, ETC. CREATES 689,22. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/79.
03/10/77 SENATE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00055
04/08/77.SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY �UDICIARY-CIVll -SJ 00114
04/18/77
. SENATE 'PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00168; PASSED AS
AMENDED; 'YEAS 40 NAYS
O -SJ 00171
04/20/77 House· RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR: SUBSTITUTED FOR H 15281
READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT ADOPTED -HJ 00300
04/22/77 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 101 NAYS
9
-HJ 00333
04/27/77 SENATE CONCURRED; PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 37 NAYS
0
-SJ 00245
05/05/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00338
05/11/77·
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-23 -SJ 00378
S 0381 GENERAL BILL BY GALLEN (SIMILAR H 11211
TELEPHONE COMPANIES; DIRECTS P.s.c. TO REGULATE POLICIES & PROCEDURES R E
PUSLICATION£ DISTRIBUTION O F TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES; PROVIDES FOR
HEARINGS BY COMMISSIONERS; AUTHORIZES COMMISSIONERS TO DIRECT CHANGES IN
SUCH POLICIES£ PROCEDURES, EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECC"ING LAW.
03110/77 SENATE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS
04/Q5/71 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSU"ER AFFAIRS -SJ 00055
CONTINUED Oh NEXT PAGE
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JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
HB: Proposed Committee Bill

STAFF SUMMARY

SUBJECT: Relating to rule against perpetuity
I.

SPONSOR:
DATE: March 7, 1977

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:

The basic policy of the Rule Against Perpetuities is to prevent the
removal of property from commerce indefinitely and to promote the free
alienability of wealth. However, certain undesirable applications of
the Rule have resulted because the Rule concerns itself with
possibilities, however remote, rather than what actually happens.
II.

FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM:

A.

Statutes affected:

B.

Legislative intent: To codify the common law Rule Against Perpetuities
and its application as well as to eliminate several undesirable
applications of the Rule at common law.

C.

Other: This bill is substantially the same as HB 2282 which passed
the House in 1975 but was indefinitely postponed by the Senate.
The bill was reintroduced last year but died on the House
calendar.

III.

None.

DISCUSSION:

The bill is technically correct in form and substance.
IV.

PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF BILL:

This bill codifies the common law Rule Against Perpetuities as
well as rules for its application and construction. There are two
major changes which the bill makes in the application of the Rule:
(1) Subsection
interest to be
the end of the
interpretation
happen.

v.

(2) {a) on page 2 requires "the validity of the
determined on the basis of facts existing at
lives in being" rather than the common law
based on the mere possibility of what might

(2) Subsection (5) (d) on page 5 presumes "that a male can
have a child at 14 years of age or older, but not younger
than age 14, and that a female can have a child at 12 years
of age or older, but not older than age 55 or younger than
age 12" as well as permitting medical evidence of fertility
rather than the common law conclusive presumption of fertility
for any person of any age whatsoever.
FISCAL IMPACT:
IMPACT_;

None noted.
None noted.
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SENATE JUDICIARY-CIVIL COMMITTEE
Staff Analysis (by_________
1975

BILL NO. & INTRODUCER:
SB 1077
Senators Gallen & Ware
I.

RELATING TO:
Restraints on Alienation of Property

BILL SUMMARY:
Codifies the existing law on Rule against Perpetuities and
relies on New York and Illinois experiences.

II.

ANALYSIS:
The RUle against Perpetuities is an extremely confusing area
of the law. It is a concept that is not completely clear to many
persons in the legal profession. It is suggested to refer to
Dean Fenn's comments which are attached to this analysis.

III.

TECHNICAL ERRORS:
None noted.

IV.

·sTAFF COMMENTS:
This bill is recommended by the Uniform Probate Code Study
Commission.
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STATEMENT OF HENRY A. FENN IN SUPPORT OF THE
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The common law Rule Against Perpetuities is stated in

the first sentence of subsection (1) of the proposed statute.

This Rule has been in existence in England since 1680 and has
always been a part of the common law of Florida.

Its basic

policy is to prevent the removal of property from commerce

indefinitely and to promote the free alienability of wealth.

This policy is as important today in Florida as it was in
England in 1680 .

Nevertheless, what have been politely referred to as

"unsound incrustations," or "anomalies," and what are, in

terms of the policy of the Rule, palpable absurdities, have

developed in the application of the Rule.

Two absurdities

are illustrated by the following perfectly normal gifts that

the Rule would invalidate:

1) A gift by will to "my grandchildren who shall
attain the age of 30" when the testator. dies
leaving children surviving him.

2) A gift by inter vivos trust created by a 68 •

year old woman to."my grandchildren who shall

survive my husband" without naming the husband ..

'J:hese gifts are invalid under the Rule because the Rule
;concerns

itself with possibilities, however remote, rather than

with what actually happens.

In the first example the Rule

invalidates the gift because it is possible that one or more

gran�children will be under nine years of age at the death of

.

1

- 2 the last life in being and therefore will not attain 30 until

more than 21 years after the death of the last life in being.

This possibility invalidates the gift to all of the grandchildren
even though there is in fact no grandchild under 9 at the time

'of the death of the last life in being.

This result would be

changed by subsection (2)(a) of the proposed statute that.

requires the validity to be "determined on the basis of facts

existing at the end of the lives in being used to measure the

permissible period."

If at that time there were a grandchild

less than nine years old, the gift is saved by subsection (4)

of the proposed statute by reducing the age contingency to 21

years.

The theory is that the testator would prefer to have

the grandchildren receive the gift at age 21.rather than have
the entire gift void.

Without going through similar reasoning for the second

example it is enough to say that it is invalid under the Rule

because it is Eossible that the settlor of the trust after

the creation of the trust might marry a man not born at the

time of the creation of the trust, i.e., a man more that 68

·years younger than herself.

The absurdity · of invalidating gifts becau.se of such

remote possibilities culminates in the Rule's conclusive

presumption that any person of whatever age-�a child of five
or a woman of 85--can have a child and a refusal to accept

me-dical·evidence to the contrary.

This con�lusive presump�ion

of fertility would be reversed .by subsection_ (5) (d) p·roviding
that it is presumed for the purpose of the Rule that a male

-
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can have a child at 14 years of age or older, but not younger
than age 14, and that a female can have a child at 12 years

of age or older, but not older than age 55 or younger than
age 12. Moreover, the new provision would allow evidence

to be given to establish whether a living person can have a

child at the time in question.

England and approximately 16 states including California,

Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio,Pennsylvania, and

Texas have made statutory modifications of the Rule to

eliminate these absurdities and other undesirable applications

of the Rule.

The comprehensive statutes of Illinois and New

York are the basis for most of the proposed section 689.22, but
desirable provisions from the Massachusetts and Delaware

statutes are also incorporated in it with some modifications.
In presenting a bill for statutory modification of

the Rule to the Vermont legislature in 1957 the late Professor
Barton Leach of the Harvard Law School noted that while the
change

would apply to all kinds and sizes of estates its.

principal beneficial impact would be on smaller estates because:
The technicalities of the Rule Against
Perpetuities ar� well known to the estate
specialists who are found in the large
law firms which more often serve clients
with large estates; these specialists have
less difficulty in avoiding the technicalities
and carrying out their clients' wishes.
However, it is more difficult· for the general
practitioner, who often serves the smaller
property owner, to keep abreast of the
intricacies of the Rule against Perpetuities
while carrying on the many other types of
law practice in which he engages. This
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bill tends to put the non-specialist on
a par with the specialist and thereby to
protect the small-to-moderate proper ty
owner who consults the general practitioner.

I concur in Professor Leach's belief and strongly

recommend the passage of the proposed bill enacting the

new Section 689.22.

Respectfully submitted,
Henry A. Fenn
Professor and Dean Emeritus
University of Florida
College of Law

